
Music Department 

 COLLOQUIUM SERIES 2019-2020 

  

This lecture series showcases new work by performers, composers, and scholars in 

ethnomusicology, musicology, music theory, sound art, and cultural history. The colloquia also 

invite dialogue with professionals working in arts education and in librarianship. The series is 

organized by Jane Alden. 

All colloquium held in Adzenyah Rehearsal Hall 003 unless otherwise posted. 

______________________________________________________________________ 

Fall 2019 

Mark Slobin - Ethnomusicologist, Emeritus Professor, Wesleyan University 

    "45 Years at Wesleyan and Beyond" 

      September 26, 2019   4:30 p.m.    

Winslow-Kaplan Professor of Music Emeritus, Mark Slobin is the author and editor of many 

books, on Afghanistan and Central Asian folk music, Jewish music, Yiddish culture, heritage 

music, community music, film music, and ethnomusicology theory. A fellow of the American 

Academy of Arts & Sciences, he twice received the ASCAP-Deems Taylor Book Award, and is 

a past President of the Society for Ethnomusicology and the Society for Asian Music. His most 

recent book, Motor City Music: A Detroiter Looks Back (OUP, 2018) provides the first-ever 

historical study across all musical genres in any American metropolis. Mark taught at Wesleyan 

from 1971 to 2016. 

Emiliano Ricciardi - Musicologist, UMass Amherst 

    "Unresolved: Luciano Berio Reads Bach's The Art of Fugue" 

      October 3, 2019   4:30 p.m.    

Assistant Professor of music history at the University of Massachusetts Amherst Emiliano 

Ricciardi completed a PhD at Stanford University in 2013. His main research area is the late 

Italian madrigal, particularly the settings of Torquato Tasso’s poetry. He is the director and 

general editor of the Tasso in Music Project (www.tassomusic.org), a digital edition of the 

musical settings of Tasso’s poetry, supported by the National Endowment for the Humanities. 

Secondary research areas include music in fascist Italy, the reception and practice of the twelve-

tone techniques, and the reception of Bach’s music. Ricciardi is active as a violinist and a 

chamber musician. 



 Davesh Soneji - Social/Cultural Historian and Anthropologist, UPenn 

    “Re-sounding Islam—Marking Religious and Aesthetic Pluralism in the Historiography 

of South  

      Indian  Music”  

      October 10, 201  4:30 p.m.   Ring Hall 

Associate Professor in the Department of South Asia Studies at the University of Pennsylvania, 

Davesh Soneji’s research lie at the intersections of social and cultural history, religion, and 

anthropology. He is author of Unfinished Gestures: Devadāsīs, Memory, and Modernity in South 

India (University of Chicago Press, 2012), editor of Bharatanāṭyam: A Reader (Oxford 

University Press, 2010; 2012) and co-editor of Performing Pasts: Reinventing the Arts in 

Modern South India (Oxford University Press, 2008). At work on a new book on the social 

history of Karṇāṭak music from the late eighteenth to the mid-twentieth centuries, Prof. Soneji is 

also the co-founder and director of The Mangala Initiative, a non-profit organization centred on 

social justice issues for hereditary performing artists in South India. 

  

Miya Masaoka - Composer/Visual Artist, Columbia University  

    “Sound: Its Context and Materiality”   

      October 24, 2019   4:30 p.m.  

Composer and sound artist Miya Masaoka (Associate Professor and Director of the Sound Art 

Program at Columbia University) has been creating works innovating areas working interactively 

with plants, insects, the body and physical space. She has exhibited at the Venice Biennale, 

MoMA PS1, Siggraph, the Chicago Contemporary Museum of Modern Art, Kunst Museum 

Bonn, Germany, the ICA Philadelphia, was a keynote speaker at NIME in Brisbane, Australia, 

will be in the Toronto Biennale 2019.  Her symphony has been premiered by the BBC Scottish 

Orchestra, and she has been commissioned by Bang on A Can, the Jack Quartet, and had work 

presented at Darmstadt. Her writings have been published by KunstMusic. 

  

Alex Dea - Sound Artist/Composer, Java 

   “The 3 R’s of Ethnomusicology and Avant-garde” 

     October 31, 2019   4:30 p.m. 

Ethnographer, composer, writer, and scholar of Javanese gamelan music and allied arts, Alex 

Dea holds a Ph.D. in Ethnomusicology from Wesleyan University, and trained in composition 

with avant-garde “Bad Boys” La Monte Young, Terry Riley, and Robert Ashley. He learned 

voice culture with Pandit Pran Nath, master Hindustani singer. He performed in Young’s Theatre 

of Eternal Music, and was the first assistant for his masterpiece “The Well-Tuned Piano.” As an 

ethnographer, he has documented over 1,000 hours of video and 2,000 of audio, had permission 

to record in Yogyakarta Palace, and is the only non-Javanese to sing regularly in Surakarta 

Palace with title K.R.A.T Candradiningrat. As a composer-performer, he intertwines old classical 

and new imagined histories and futures from the lush flowerbed of harmonic overtones. 



 Laurie Anderson - Composer/Performer, New York     *This event is by invitation only 

  “Using Filters for Strings and Voice: Live processing of instrument and voice, hardware 

and  

    software, stories and electronics” 

      November 7, 2019   4:30 p.m.   

Writer, director, visual artist, and vocalist Laurie Anderson has created groundbreaking works 

that span the worlds of art, theater, and experimental music. Internationally known from her 

1981 single "O Superman,” she has pioneered a variety of performance art projects, focusing 

particularly on language, technology, and visual imagery. She has contributed music to dance 

pieces by Bill T. Jones and Trisha Brown and music for films by Wim Wenders and Jonathan 

Demme. Her 2018 recording with the Kronos Quartet, Landfall, won a GRAMMY Award. 

  

 Anna Zayaruznaya - History of Theory/Musicologist, Yale University 

    “Philippe de Vitry’s Da da da dum” 

      November 14, 2019   4:30 p.m. 

A Wesleyan alumna from 2005, Anna Zayaruznaya is Associate Professor of Music at Yale 

University. Bringing the history of musical forms and notation into dialogue with medieval 

literature, iconography, and the history of ideas, her recent publications have focused on French 

and northern Italian music of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Zayaruznaya’s books include 

The Monstrous New Art: Divided Forms in the Late Medieval Motet (Cambridge, 2015) and 

Upper-Voice Structures and Compositional Process in the Ars nova Motet (Routledge, 2018). 

Her current project focuses on the poet, composer, public intellectual, and theorist Philippe de 

Vitry (1291–1361). Zayaruznaya is the recipient of publication awards from the Medieval 

Academy of America and the Society for Music Theory. At Yale, she co-convenes the 

interdisciplinary working group Medieval Song Lab.  

  

Cat Slowik - Sound Studies/Musicologist, Yale University 

    "Audile Technique: Toward a Theory of Expert Listening" 

      November 21, 2019   4:30 p.m.  

Cat Slowik is a cellist and viol player who appears frequently in New York, DC, and New 

Haven. She performs as a member of the Smithsonian Consort of Viols, the Elm City Consort, 

the Yale Collegium Musicum, and the Yale Baroque Opera Project, and founded and directs the 

Yale Consort of Viols. In 2020 she will be a Smithsonian Chamber Music Society Fellow. She is 

completing a PhD in the music department at Yale University on “Cantus Firmus Techniques in 

English Instrumental Music (1540–1680)." She co-convenes Yale’s Sound Studies Working 

Group and co-founded the Yale Music Gender Equity Initiative. 

  



Spring 2020 

Lynsey Callaghan - Conductor/Educator/Scholar, Dublin 

  “Revisiting the Kodály Concept in Irish Choral Music Education 

    January 30, 2020   4:30 p.m.   

This presentation draws on personal experience to explore Zoltán Kodály’s music pedagogy and 

the philosophy associated with this Hungarian music educator. Following a brief overview of the 

music-educational reforms that were achieved by Kodály and his collaborators and students, I 

will outline briefly the political and cultural context in which Kodály achieved these reforms. 

Moving the focus to present-day Ireland, I use a range of reports and publications to summarize 

current music education policy and practice, and I assess Kodály’s philosophy of music 

education in relation to the contemporary Irish context. Finally, I present Dublin Youth Choir as 

a case study of an organization that had adopted and adapted Kodály’s philosophy of music 

education to meet the needs of contemporary Irish society.  

Lynsey Callaghan is an Irish conductor and educator with research interests in Kodály training 

and medieval musicology. She has conducted the RTÉ National Symphony Orchestra, the RTÉ 

Concert Orchestra, and the Ulster Orchestra. Passionate about providing opportunities for youth 

choral music, in 2017, Lynsey founded Dublin Youth Choir, which now comprises Chamber 

Choir, Youth Choir, Male Voice Choir, and Junior Choir, and is still growing! Lynsey is also the 

Musical Director of the Belfast Philharmonic Youth and Chamber Choirs. Her work embodies a 

Kodály-inspired philosophy of music education. Lynsey has worked as a musicianship tutor for 

the National Youth Choirs of Great Britain and Ireland. In 2016, she was appointed Head of 

Musicianship and Conductor for Youth Choir Kenya. She has taught on the undergraduate music 

degree in Trinity College Dublin and at the Kodály Society of Ireland’s annual summer course.  

   

Aaron Bittel - Q&A with the Music Librarian, Wesleyan University 

  "A Town Hall with the New Music Librarian" 

    February 6, 2020   4:30 p.m.   

In preparation for Aaron’s colloquium, please give thought to the following question: 

"It's your Music Library; it's your World Music Archives; What do you want them to be?" 

Perhaps peruse the following websites, as you reflect on these questions: 

Ethnomusicology: Global Field Recordings, 

www.ethnomusicology.amdigital.co.uk/Ethnographic Sound Archives Online, 

https://search.alexanderstreet.com/etsa 

Aaron M. Bittel is the new Director of the World Music Archives and Music Librarian at 

Wesleyan University. He previously served as Archivist-Librarian and Head of Digital Projects 

for the UCLA Ethnomusicology Archive, one of the largest and oldest ethnographic audiovisual 

archives in North America, and also taught courses on audiovisual archives and oral history at 

http://www.ethnomusicology.amdigital.co.uk/
https://search.alexanderstreet.com/etsa


UCLA. His principal areas of research and professional practice are archives education, digital 

archives, and the implementation of open standards and open platforms for preservation and 

access. He served for several years as co-chair of the Education and Training Committee of the 

Association for Recorded Sound Collections (ARSC), and has also held leadership positions in 

the Music Library Association (MLA) and International Association of Sound and Audiovisual 

Archives (IASA). Aaron is an active musician with scholarly and performing interests in free 

reed instruments, music of Quebec, Ireland, and the Balkans. 

  

Eben Graves - Ethnomusicologist, Yale University ISM 

  “The Politics of Musical Time: Ritual Temporality and Media Production in Bengali  

    Devotional Performance”  

 

    February 13, 2020   4:30 p.m. 

For centuries, performances of devotional song in eastern India have used temporal features of 

musical style to express ideas about religious affect and political belonging. A feature of musical 

time prominent in padabali kirtan, a medium of song and storytelling from the Bengal region, is 

the use of an expansive musical style that elongates relatively short song texts into long-song 

forms. The slow tempos and large meters used in performance illustrate connections between 

musical style and the processes of devotional meditation central to devotional practice in Bengal 

since the sixteenth century. While musicians attempt to reinforce these links in the present, 

features of modern time organization have introduced temporal conflicts that challenge the 

completion of full-length song renditions. This talk examines how musicians work to reinforce 

the connections between devotional practice and musical time that are strained in the 

performance contexts of contemporary India, as I focus on how features of musical time are 

negotiated in live performance and media production. 

Eben Graves holds a PhD in Ethnomusicology from the University of Texas at Austin and has 

recently held fellowships at Yale University and Columbia University. His research on 

devotional song in South Asia has appeared in the journals Ethnomusicology and the Journal of 

Hindu Studies, amongst other publications. His current book project focuses on connections 

between musical performance, devotional practice, and social time in contemporary West 

Bengal, and is titled The Politics of Musical Time: Expanding Songs and Shrinking Markets in 

Bengali Devotional Performance. He currently directs an interdisciplinary fellowship program 

and several research initiatives at the Yale Institute of Sacred Music. Apart from scholarship, he 

has studied the Bengali khol for many years, and finds time to study, teach, and perform Bengali 

music whenever possible.  

 

 Eliot Bates - Ethnomusicologist, CUNY 

  “Interface Aesthetics and Analog Feel: Rematerializing Synthesizer and Recording Studio  

    Gear Cultures”     

     



    February 20, 2020   4:30 p.m.   

What accounts for the enduring love of bulky, expensive audio hardware and large-format analog 

synthesizers at a time when software simulations and virtualizations are affordable, recallable, 

and often more convenient than their legacy hardware counterparts? This paper presents some of 

the initial findings of a multi-year, multimode research project Samantha Bennett and I have 

been doing on recording studio gear cultures, supplemented with findings from my own case 

study into Eurorack modular synths.        

More than a simple matter of “consumer choice,” or of demonstrable differences in sound and 

sound quality, hardware audio technologies house a peculiar capacity to be constitutive of real-

world and online gear cultures. Not all audio tech readily does this, however; the nuances of the 

look and feel of technological objects matter considerably, meaning that the user gaze on 

technologies, the kinesthetics of using them, and the haptic feedback provided during human-

technological encounters work in tandem to create the desired embodied experiences of 

technological objects.            

As I will show, the staging of these experiences (at trade shows, in media, on message forums) 

coalesces the economic fetishization of gear acquisition with the sexual fetishization of post-

WWII military-industrial derived technologies—a previously underexamined aspect of the 

systemic gendered and racialized exclusions within audio technology/production milieus. 

Following a critical assessment of the extant hegemonic gear culture, I will assess the work of 

designers who experiment with queering interfacial norms in order to alter the dynamics of gear 

cultures. 

Eliot Bates is an ethnomusicologist and technology studies scholar who researches recording 

production and the social lives of musical instruments and studio technologies. He received an 

MA in "ethnomusicology and interactive computer media” from Wesleyan University and a PhD 

in Ethnomusicology from UC Berkeley. Bates was an ACLS New Faculty Fellow and is 

currently on the faculty of the Graduate Center at the City University of New York. He has 

authored two books: Digital Tradition: Arrangement and Labor in Istanbul’s Recording Studio 

Culture (OUP, 2016), and Music in Turkey: Experiencing Music, Expressing Culture (OUP, 

2011), and with Samantha Bennett coedited Critical Approaches to the Production of Music and 

Sound (Bloomsbury, 2018). He has contributed to over 80 albums and film scores as an engineer, 

producer or studio musician. 

  

Seth Cluett -Composer/Visual Artist, Columbia University 

  “In(form)ation: Communication and Sonic Praxis”  

 

   February 27, 2020   4:30 p.m. 

Through creative work examples ranging from scored, graphic, and text-based concert work to 

installed and performed spatial audio pieces, composer, artist, and researcher Seth Cluett will 

discuss the role of communication and meaning making systems in his current work.  



Seth Cluett is a composer and visual artist who creates work that explores everyday actions at 

extreme magnification, examines minutae by amplifying impossible tasks, and tries to 

understand the working of memory in forms that rethink the role of the senses in an increasingly 

technologized society. Ranging from photography and drawing to installation, concert music, 

and critical writing, his “subtle…seductive, immersive” (Artforum) sound work has been 

characterized as “rigorously focused and full of detail” (e/i) and “dramatic, powerful, and at one 

with nature” (The Wire). The recipient of grants from Foundation for Contemporary Arts 

Emergency Fund and Meet the Composer, his work has been presented internationally at venues 

such as The Whitney Museum, MoMA/PS1, Moving Image Art Fair, CONTEXT Art Miami, 

GRM, and STEIM. His concert work has been commissioned by ensembles ranging from the 

Hong Kong Sinfonietta and the International Contemporary Ensemble to So Percussion, Catch 

Guitar Quartet, and Clogs and is documented on Line, Sedimental, Notice, and Winds Measure 

recordings. Cluett is the Assistant Director of the Computer Music Center and Sound Art 

Program at Columbia University and is Artist-in-Residence with Experiments in Art and 

Technology at Nokia Bell Labs where he maintains a studio and is active in research on virtual 

and augmented reality acoustics and multi-sensory communication. More 

information: http://www.sethcluett.com 

  

Zosha Di Castri - Composer, Columbia University 

  “The Makeup and Mockup of a Musical Process” 

    March 26, 2020   4:30 p.m. - POSTPONED UNTIL FALL DUE TO COVID-19 

This talk will offer an introduction to Di Castri’s compositional methods and eclectic 

interdisciplinary approaches through the prism of her recent solo, chamber, orchestral, and 

music-theatre work. Using elements of improvisation, composition, collaboration, various forms 

of musical notation, video as documentation, sound recording, and employing detailed digital 

audio mockups to communicate her ideas, she illustrates how her approach shifts depending on 

the setting and particular constraints of a given project. Rather than employing a single musical 

process that is structurally fixed, she discusses the artistic freedom she has found in allowing her 

writing to be context-sensitive and ever-evolving.  

Zosha Di Castri is a Canadian composer/pianist/sound artist living in New York. Her work, 

which has been performed internationally, extends beyond purely concert music including 

projects with electronics, installations, and collaborations with video and dance. She has worked 

with such ensembles as the BBC Symphony and BBC Singers, San Francisco Symphony, 

Montreal Symphony Orchestra, the National Arts Centre Orchestra, the L.A. Philharmonic, the 

Chicago Symphony Orchestra, the New York Philharmonic, ICE, JACK Quartet, Ekmeles, the 

NEM, and Talea Ensemble among others. Upcoming projects include a Koussevitzky 

commission from the Library of Congress for percussionist Steve Schick and ICE and a 

commission for the Grossman Ensemble in Chicago. Zosha is currently the Francis Goelet 

Assistant Professor of Music at Columbia University and recently finished a year-long 

fellowship at the Institute for Ideas and Imagination in Paris. Her debut album Tachitipo, 

released November 2019 to critical acclaim, can be found on New Focus Recordings. 

http://www.sethcluett.com/


  

Mehmet Ali Sanlikol - Composer/Performer/Scholar, NEC 

  “Reconstructing a Turkish identity in Boston: Jazz, Mehter, Byzantine music, and  

    bimusicality” 

     

   April 2, 2020   4:30 p.m. - POSTPONED UNTIL FALL DUE TO COVID-19 

Immigrants are often challenged by how much of their already-formed identity and inherited 

culture to leave behind while adapting to their new social environment. In this paper I will focus 

on several social and ideological aspects of my environment while growing up in Turkey and 

then add to it certain specifics of what I came to experience in Boston as an immigrant. Finally, I 

will explain and demonstrate via examples how Turkish music has ‘travelled’ to be a part of my 

life in the US while helping reconstruct both my identity as well as my musical output.  

Mehmet Ali Sanlıkol is a multi-instrumentalist/vocalist, ethnomusicologist, and composer, 

whose unique blend of contemporary composition, jazz and Turkish music has been praised by 

critics all over the world. The Boston Globe described his music as “colorful, fanciful, full of 

rhythmic life...the multiculturalism is not touristy, but rather sophisticated, informed, 

internalized.” He made his Carnegie Hall debut in 2016 premiering his piece Harabat/The 

Intoxicated with the American Composers Orchestra. Sanlıkol pairs Turkish instruments such 

as zurna (double reed wind), ney (end-blown flute), kös (large kettledrums) and nekkare (small 

kettledrums) with large ensembles to perform compositions in which Turkish makam (modes) 

and usul (rhythmic cycles) are intertwined with contemporary composition. On the other hand, 

his “coffeehouse opera”, Othello in the Seraglio: The Tragedy of Sümbül The Black Eunuch, 

bridges the musical cultures of opera house and coffeehouse, Baroque Italy and Ottoman Turkey. 

Performed 20 times within three years, it draws audiences into a meditation on 

race, slavery, sexuality and the entwined histories of East and West. Sanlıkol has composed for, 

performed, and toured with Dave Liebman, Bob Brookmeyer, Billy Cobham, Anat Cohen, 

Antonio Sanchez, Tiger Okoshi, Gil Goldstein, Esperanza Spalding, The Boston Camerata, The 

Boston Cello Quartet, A Far Cry string orchestra, American Composers Orchestra, Okay Temiz 

and Erkan Oğur. He is the president of DÜNYA, a musicians’ collective dedicated to 

contemporary presentations of Turkish traditions, in interaction with other world traditions. 

Active as a scholar, his book The Musician Mehters was published in English and Turkish in 

2011. Currently, Sanlıkol is a full-time faculty member at New England Conservatory and he is 

also the director of NEC’s Intercultural Institute. 
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